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The Hybrid Oak That Time Forgot: 
Quercus ×coutinhoi Samp. 

Discovered in Australia
Charlie Buttigieg

Horticulturalist
Redwood Horticultural Management, P.O. Box 226

Hawthorn Victoria 3122, Auustralia  
redwoodhort@gmail.com

ABSTRACT

Located in a small farm paddock grazed by merino sheep for over one hundred years is a 
small group of selected European trees. They were planted around 1900 under the direction 
of the Head Gardener Thomas Leslie on behalf of the owner of one of South Australia’s most 
influential and significant pastoral properties, Anlaby. This article deals with one of the two 
hybrids found to date on this property, Quercus ×coutinhoi Samp. The presence of hybrids 
in Australia has a long history with introductions from both wild and cultivated sources 
from around the world and from Australian collections. Their prevalence in Australia has 
complicated the process of identification. Discovering a hybrid that has never been reported in 
cultivation in Australia extends our botanical knowledge and attracts our historical attention, 
while we stop to simply admire its presence. Such is the case for Q. ×coutinhoi discovered in 
April 2013. Its identification opened a new pathway of historical research on the cultivated 
oaks of Anlaby in South Australia’s Barossa Valley.

Keywords: Anlaby, oak hybrids in Australia 
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Introduction

In October 2012 while I was concluding a research project on some stone pines (Pinus 
pinea L.) in Adelaide, South Australia, friends invited me to visit an old pastoral property 
in South Australia’s Barossa Valley owned by friends of theirs. They were very keen for 
me to see the trees on the property and gauge my opinion. After an introduction to the 
owners and a walk around the main garden and some of the “outer” areas we sat down 
for lunch. I was then asked for my opinion about the trees I saw during the walk. My 
response was very direct and simple: “This property has native and exotic trees worthy of 
nomination to the Significant Tree Register of the National Trust of South Australia.” This 
statement was the beginning of a yearlong journey of discovery, research and registration 
that became known as The Anlaby Heritage Tree Project. The number of specimens, 
the species diversity, the history of the property and the stories which the heritage trees 
remaining on the property have revealed have astounded all those who were involved in 
the project. One of the great finds of this research project was the discovery of Australia’s 
first identified specimen of a mature Quercus ×coutinhoi Samp.

Anlaby history (1839-1914)

Present day Anlaby is the oldest merino stud in existence on mainland Australia. 
Located 101.38 km/63 mi north of Adelaide, it currently comprises 202.34 hectares/500 
acres, just a small fraction of its historical dimensions of 64,749.70 hectares/160,000 
acres (40.23 km /25 mi long by 16.09 km/10 mi wide or 647.30 km2/250 mi2). 

1/ Grazing merino sheep at Anlaby.
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The genesis of this merino stud is due to Frederick Hansborough Dutton (1812-1890), 
the third son of Frederick Hugh Hampden Dutton, British Vice-Consul and Agent for 
Packets at Cuxhaven, Germany. Frederick Hansborough arrived in Sydney in March 1830 
with his older brother, William Hampden Dutton (1805-1849) and in 1832 they went into 
partnership in sheep at Yass, New South Wales, and later in the Monaro District. In 1838 
Frederick and William arrived in Adelaide. After different business ventures with cattle 
and sheep, Frederick took up a sheep run known by its native name of Pudna. He renamed 
it Anlaby after the Yorkshire home of his sister Charlotte’s husband, Richard Cankrein.

Frederick’s first overseer was his younger brother, Francis Stacker Dutton (1818-1877), 
who had arrived in January 1840 to assist their older brother, William in his pastoral 
and business ventures in the Colony of Port Phillip. Frederick and Francis thrived in 
South Australia and Anlaby grew from its original 49-hectare/120-acre run to 28, 327 
hectares/70,000 acres of freehold. The sheep flock of 20,000 grew to some 60,000. 

The Anlaby merino bloodline dates back to 1838 when Frederick bought 5,000 mixed 
sheep from New South Wales to stock his Koonunga Run and then transferred them to 
Anlaby in 1841. From 1852 onwards he imported purebred Rambouillet and Saxon rams 
of Spanish bloodlines from Spain. This original connection with Spain through sheep 
was to have important consequences for the gardens and plantings at Anlaby, as we will 
see later.

Frederick never resided at Anlaby and later retired to England making only periodic 
visits to Australia. He died in 1890 unmarried with no children of his own. He bequeathed 
Anlaby to his nephew, Henry Dutton, the only surviving son of his older brother William 
Hampden Dutton.    

Henry Dutton (1848-1914) was born in Victoria and educated at St. Peter’s College. 
He was working at the Bank of South Australia when news of his inheritance reached 
him. He took up residence at Anlaby in 1890 and in the twenty-four years he owned 
the property he greatly extended this pastoral empire while his business empire also 
grew considerably. Henry’s principal recreation apart from extending and improving the 
gardens of Anlaby was yachting. At the turn of the 20th century he was the owner of the 
Adele a 350-ton, 42-meter/140-foot long steam yacht designed for extended cruising by 
Alfred H. Brown, the noted naval architect of London and built by Messrs. Hawthorn & 
Co., Ltd., the well-known engineers and ship builders of Leith. Henry cruised around 
Australia and the world in this yacht. His big game hunting expeditions to southern 
Africa resulted in many head trophies in the homestead. But, more importantly for this 
story certainly, his Head Gardener, Thomas Leslie, accompanied him on many overseas 
expeditions to collect plant specimens and seeds.

He visited Spain to view and purchase the merino stud sheep that he was importing for 
the Anlaby merino breeding program, continuing what his uncle, Frederick Hansborough 
Dutton, had started in 1852. Part of the historic rose collection at Anlaby was an extensive 
collection of Spanish-bred rose cultivars and species like Rosa sempervirens L. from 
Spain and south Portugal where Q. ×coutinhoi and its parents are also found. There are 
some old specimens of this evergreen rambling rose species still growing on the property. 
There is a dry grown specimen of Buxus balearica Lam. or Balearic box growing in the 
plantation area behind the main garden. (“Dry grown” refers, in Australia, to trees/shrubs 
planted and watered for the first summer or two and then left to their own devices to 
survive.) It is growing on the edge of the outer canopy of an Algerian Oak (Q. canariensis 
Willd.). Both of these species are native to southern Spain.

Q. ×coutinhoi Samp. Discovered in Australia
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Henry Dutton improved and extended the main residence, built houses for farm 
managers and workers, developed and extended the tree collection. Thomas Leslie was 
employed as Head Gardener to maintain and develop the gardens and landscape of Anlaby 
in the European colonial style so typical of Australian gardens of the time, planting large 
European and exotic trees in the outer lands surrounding the main residence and garden. 
This type of planting enhanced the “English parkland” appeal of the vast tracts of outer 
farmland. Many exotic trees were used for this purpose, such as oaks, poplars and elms. 
Henry built extensive trellises, pergolas and several shade houses and conservatories. He 
was widely respected, honored and became known far and wide as the Squire of Anlaby. 
Henry opened his garden one day a week to the public so that they could picnic on the 
lawns and appreciate its beauty and seasonal appeal. He died on August 25, 1914 and 
bequeathed Anlaby to his only son, Henry Hampden Dutton.

The oak that time forgot

In November 2012, during my first research visit to Anlaby I had noticed a mysterious 
oak towards the end of the outer farm paddock. At the time, my assistant and I were 
measuring and collecting data on the hybrid Q. canariensis Willd × Q. robur L. As it had 
been a long day in the searing South Australian heat and we were tired, dehydrated and 
hot, I  decided to end the day, agreeing with my assistant that this other mysterious oak 
would have to wait for another visit. 

2/ The Anlaby Q. ×coutinhoi, with Dave Moyle for scale.
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It was in late April 2013 during a week at Anlaby to document a selection of heritage 
trees for the National Trust of South Australia’s Significant Tree Register that I finally 
returned to this mysterious oak. A close look at the acorns and leaf morphology told me 
that I was looking at another hybrid. The leaves had the auricular basal lobes of Q. robur 
L. but the angles of the marginal lobes were very unusual and the acorns were long and 
narrow unlike what I had seen before for Q. robur.

I submitted specimens of foliage and acorns to botanist, Dr. Roger Spencer on Monday, 
April 29, 2013, at the National Herbarium of Victoria, Royal Botanic Gardens, South 
Yarra, Melbourne. On Monday, May 6, 2013 Dr. Spencer sent an e-mail indicating that 
the leaf characteristics, auricular leaf bases, long peduncles and long, narrow acorns and 
acorn cap pointed to a hybrid of Q. robur and, perhaps, Q. lusitanica Lam. But we were 
both dubious of this parentage because Q. lusitanica is a low shrub or prostrate plant 
rarely reaching 1-2 m/3.3-6.6 ft in height. He advised me to seek a second opinion from 
an oak expert in the United Kingdom.

On Monday, May 6, 
2013 I sent an e-mail to the 
International Oak Society in 
search of a second opinion 
for the identification of this 
hybrid. On Tuesday, May 
7, 2013 Béatrice Chassé 
answered me suggesting I 
contact Mr. Allen Coombes, 
the Curator of Scientific 
Collections of the Botanic 
Garden and Herbarium of 
the Benemérita Universidad 
Autónoma de Puebla, 
(Puebla, Mexico). I sent an 
e-mail that night. At 3.03 
a.m., Wednesday, May 8, 
2013, I received an e-mail 
from Mr. Coombes with a 
clear botanical identification 
and confirmation that this 
specimen from Anlaby 
was indeed a Q. robur 
hybrid as Dr. Spencer 
thought but that the other 
parent was Q. faginea 
Lam. not Q. lusitanica. Mr. 
Coombes confirmed that 
he had identified the same 
hybrid, Q. ×coutinhoi, 
at Bob Berry’s Hackfalls 
Arboretum in New Zealand. 
Described in 1910, its 4/ Foliage, abaxial surface.

3/ Foliage, adaxial surface.
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distribution range is in Portugal and Spain and it is a naturally occurring hybrid where its 
parents are sympatric.* He recommended depositing specimens in a reputable herbarium. 
Thanks to Dr. Spencer these specimens, the first in Australia from a mature specimen, are 
now part of the National Herbarium of Victoria. 

The Anlaby Q. ×coutinhoi 

Circumference (of trunk at 1.3 m/4.3 ft above ground level): 3.2 m/10.5 ft
Canopy spread: east-west: 21.2 m/70 ft / north-south: 19.5 m/64 ft 
Height: 14.1 m/46.3
Date Measured: April 23, 2013                  
Measured by:  Charlie Buttigieg (Heritage Tree Researcher) and Dave Moyle (Assistant)
Estimated Age: 113 years
(Or date planted if known): circa 1900
Planted by: a gardener under the instruction of Thomas Leslie, the Head Gardener to 
Henry Dutton
NTSA Registration Number: 761

Discussion

The Anlaby Q. ×coutinhoi is the 
first formally identified specimen of 
this oak hybrid officially recorded in 
Australia by the National Herbarium 
of Victoria. Its identity has been 
confirmed by Mr. Allen Coombes 
and herbarium specimens are now 
a part of the National Herbarium of 
Victoria. The maturity and size of 
this specimen, planted around 1900, 
is unique.

It is an outstanding specimen as much for its age, size, and uniformity of canopy, as 
for its health and vigor. These attributes are even more astounding when one observes the 
hot, dry, and wind-swept conditions this specimen is growing under. There is no artificial 
irrigation or protection from the onslaught of the elements and natural cycle of floods and 
droughts—so characteristic of rural Australian landscapes. Its uniform canopy structure 
and spread has withstood the battering of over one hundred years of weather extremes. 
Its size is far greater than what it grows to in its natural habitat. 

Q. robur was widely planted in Southeastern Australia in the 19th century. However, Q. 
faginea was and still is a relatively rare oak species in this country. Few old specimens 
from the 19th century exist. The likelihood of the Dutton family or their Head Gardener 
accessing such hybridized material from within Australia is low. Such hybrids were not 
known or understood at the time. This hybrid was first described in 1910 and Henry 
Dutton died in 1914. As mentioned previously, Henry Dutton, like his uncles before him, 
had strong links with Spain and, with his Head Gardener, collected many plants and trees 

* J.M. Aparicio and P.M. Uribe-Echebarría, Presencia del roble pedunculado (Quercus robur L.) en la provincia de 
Castellón, Toll Negre. Revista de actualidad cientifica, 2005. 5: 5-11. 

5/ Grazing merino sheep at Anlaby.
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native to that region of the Mediterranean. Therefore, it seems likely that Thomas Leslie 
collected acorns from a Q. faginea population that had been pollinated by Q. robur. And 
one hundred years later one of these acorns has produced a magnificent Q. ×coutinhoi.

The use of oaks is indicative of a historic planting style. Oaks were commonly planted 
in the 19th and early 20th centuries for functional and aesthetic reasons. They were used 

6/ Bark texture on main trunk.
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as excellent feature trees, to line avenues, for wind hedges, as stock protection barriers 
and in commemorative plantings. This specimen was planted to help create an English 
parkland in the agricultural land immediately surrounding the main residence and garden 
at Anlaby. As it grew it also provided shade and protection for the merino sheep flocks 
that grazed the pastures. Wooden posts and railings, installed when the tree was planted 
to protect it from grazing sheep stock, are still present near the main trunk. 

Conclusion

The mature specimen of Q. ×coutinhoi discovered at Anlaby in South Australia’s 
Barossa Valley is the source of the herbarium specimen by which all future specimens of 
this oak hybrid will be compared for identification purposes in Australia. This is probably 
not the only specimen of this hybrid in Australia. I believe many more specimens, both 
mature and newly planted, are yet to be identified and documented. The introduction of 
oaks in Australia during the 19th century is a very convoluted story. What many consider 
to be species are in fact interspecific hybrids. There are so many hidden oaks growing 
in secluded or out-of-reach places that time has forgotten. One day someone may take 
the time to walk to these specimens and question their presence—it is then that these 
forgotten oaks will reveal their true identity and story. In August 2013 the National Trust 
of South Australia reviewed my nomination report on this specimen of Q. ×coutinhoi 
for inclusion in the Register of Significant Trees. It was accepted as a Tree of National 
Significance. This is the highest level of registration on the National Trust Register of 
Significant Trees. In 2014 this specimen will be among the many trees on the South 
Australian Significant Tree Register to be entered onto the National Trust of Australia 
National Register of Significant Trees when it is launched.  

Photographers. Title page: Charlie Buttigieg (Q. ×coutinhoi acorns). Photo 1, 5: John David Morphett. 
Photos 2-4, 6: Charlie Buttigieg. 

Specimen photographed on April 23, 2013. Assistant shown in the comparative photograph is Dave Moyle. 
These photographs were part of the formal Nomination Report to the Significant Tree Register Steering 
Committee, National Trust of South Australia. 
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